
WINTER COLLECTION  
Handcrafted Concrete from Zoe Scott Designs


INTRODUCING THE NEW COLOURS AND TEXTURES FOR AUTUMN/
WINTER 2021, THE FOCUS IS ON CUSTOM OPULENCE!  

 

RECTANGULAR DISHES  

• Zero waste - dark grey concrete with 
smashed fragments of wonky makes! 
These will vary in speckle colours 
depending on what they contain. Waxed 
& polished finish.


• Marbled - beautiful black and white 
concrete swirled together to create 
unique marbled dish. Each one is 
different but all are gorgeous! Waxed 
&polished finish


Retail £15 
Wholesale £5.60 

OVAL DISHES 

• Blue marble - white and blue concrete swirled to perfection and waxed. 
• Blush marble - white and warm peach concrete ribbon with waxed finish. 
• Candyfloss sparkle - white concrete containing subtle fuchsia pink and 

silver sparkles, waxed. 

Retail  
£12 

Wholesale £5. 

 



TRIANGULAR DISH 
 

These chunky dishes are 
absolutely gorgeous! Softly 
curved triangular concrete with 
a sloped inside surface leading 
to a draining hole. Ideal for 
incense sticks, smaller soap 
bars or just as a trinket dish. 


Retail £15 

Wholesale £6.80 

 

Concrete Trees - Waxed and 
Polished  
Stands 12cm tall on an oval base.  
RRP £18 
Wholesale £8.20 



Concrete Candlestick 
Holder - Waxed & 
Polished 
RRP - £16 
Wholesale £7.30 
Both available in a soft vintage 
inspired palette of sage, dove 
grey, mustard and nude. Each 
finished with a soft felt base.


Custom colours absolutely 
welcome!


Rebel the Concrete Pup 
Luna the Concrete Cat 

The most well behaved 

pet you’ll ever find! These 
lovely little statues are 
idea desk companions. 
Each one is hand 
coloured, waxed and 
polished. Felt base keeps 
surfaces perfect and the 
have their very own label 
collar. 


Rebel stands 8cm tall

Luna stands 10cm tall


Wholesale £12 RRP £25

Ring cone. 


Wide range of colours and custom colour available.


Ring cone RRP £15 wholesale £6.80




Trinket Dish.


Hexagonal coloured concrete varnish sealed and finished with felt 
feet pads. 

Trinket dish RRP  £10 wholesale £4.50







Concrete Cups. 


Polished wax finish. Ideal for plants, pens, toothbrushes etc.


8cm wide & tall.


RRP £15 wholesale £6.80




Desk Tidy 


Waxed and polished concrete. Available in custom colours. 
Finished with a felt base.


RRP £35 wholesale £16





Bottle Vases 


All made for recycled spirits bottles. Topped with coloured 
concrete to match the glass shade.


I’ve got lots of gorgeous bottles so just ask what’s in stock! 


RRP £25  wholesale £11.30 


1.  Shipping calculated on your order will be £5 - £10 per box.  

2. Free shipping for orders over £200. 

3. Free shipping within Glasgow postcodes. 

4. Minimum order £60. Please email orders to scottzoe@ymail.com 

5. 2 weeks required from date of order to delivery. Everything is handmade 
individually by only Zoe! 
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